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During moderate and deep levels of

isoflurane

the electroencephalogram (EEG) shows a
tlurst suppression pattern, defined as alternating high
anaesthesia

amplitude bursts and periods of suppressed background

activity. During isoflurane induced EEG suJlpression
external stimuli evoke high amplitude cortical
responses, bursts. We tested whether bursts evoked by
somatosensory stimuli would reliably distinguish intact
somatosensory pathrvay from a pathway where

peripheral nerve conduction block was induced with
local anaesthetic. EEG responses to stimuli applicd to
the anaesthetised finger tended to change from onset
bursts to offset bursts before the responses disappeared.

We conclude that monitoring evoked EEG

bursts

indicate clearly a peripheral nerve conduction block.

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether stimulus
evoked bursts could be used to monitor the function of
sensory pathways. It was tested whether bursts evoked by
somatosensory stimuli would reliably distinguish intact
somatosensory pathway from a pathway where peripheral
nerve conduction block was induced with local anaesthetic.
Local anaesthesia was used as a model of neural injury
leading to a nerve conduction block.

METHOD
Ten patients (ASA risk classification I) scheduled for
elective gynaecological surgery were anaesthetised with
isoflurane until burst suppression. They were given
somatosensory stimulation, consisting of 3 s episodes of 60
electric pulses (20 mA, 0.2 ms), during EEG suppression

INTRODUCTION

to the tip of left and right fifth finger in turns for

EEG provides a non-invasive method for continuous
monitoring of the spontaneous and evoked electrical
activi$/ of the brain during anaesthesia when all the usual

minutes. Then one finger was anaesthetised with prilocaine
and the other finger was injected with saline in a double
blind manner. The patient was not touched or stimulated in
any other way during the experiment.
The EEG was recorded before the operation from

signs of brain function such as speech and tnovemcnts are
abolished. Intraoperative monitoring of EEG and evoked
potentials provide the anaesthesiologist with information
about the depth of anaesthesia, function of the cerebral
cortex or integrity of specific neural pathways Il].
EEG burst suppression pattern consists of transient
high voltage mixed frequency waves, bursts, alternating
with periods of depressed background activity,
suppressions (Figure l). It is seen throughout both cerebral
hemispheres during moderate to deep anaesthesia using
numerous different anaesthetics.

C3'-Al, (international l0-20
electrode system, the standard sites for recording short
latency somatosensory evoked potentials to hand
electrode pairs C4'-A2,

stimulation) using silver-plated contact

system (Nihon Kohden Corporation, Tolqto, Japan) was
used for EEG amplification, monitoring and stimulation.
The data were digitised on line at 200 samples/s to a PCcompatible microcomputer and stored in optical discs for
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l. EEG burst suppression produced by isoflurane.
Abruptly occurring high amplitude bursts of electrical
activity alternate with suppressions.

Figure

we have shown that during

isoflurane
induced EEG suppression electric, auditory and visual
stimuli evoke constant, high amplitude cortical responses,

Previously

bursts 12,31. These observations have led us to the
assumption that evoked bursts might prove useful in
monitoring the integrity of neural pathways in operations
rvhere neural pathways are at risk.

electrodes,

passband 0.03 Hz-100 Hz. The electrode impedance was (
5 kW. A Neuropack Four mini evoked-potential measuring

off-line analysis.

|

ten

of the somatosensory pathway was

evaluated by observing the EEG response to stimulus or the
absence of a response. A person with no previous
neurophysiological background and who was not otherwise
involved in this study evaluated the side of the nerve
conduction block from the EEG recordings.

RESULTS

Monitoring evoked bursts clearly revealed the side of
the conduction block induced by local anaesthetic (Figure
2). The disappearance of bursts in response to stimuli

applied to the anaesthetised finger and the persistence of
the responses to the stimuli applied to the control side
indicated the side of the conduction block. There was an
EEG response either to the beginning or the ending of the
stimulus episode, onset and offset bursts.
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In some patients

199

the action of local anaesthetic on nerve conduction was
seen in a tendency of EEG responses to change from onset
bursts to offset bursts before the responses disappeared.

impairment Whether increase in the proportion of offset
bursts or a failure of stimulus to evoke a burst could warn
in time of upcoming neuronal damage due to ischemia,
distortion, disruption or compression of neural structures
in a clinical situation remains to be studied.
Monitoring evoked bursts would require moderate to
deep levels of anaesthesia, where the burst suppression

pattern occurs. However, during neurosurgical

EEG BS

and

cardiovascular operations depression of the cortical
function and metabolism with deep anaesthesia is

STIMULI
RIGFTT

sometimes beneficial [4,5].

CONCLUSION

During isoflurane induced burst

suppression

by painful stimuli to the
fifths fingers of both hands. A local anaesthetic nerve
conduction block was induced at one finger in a double
anaesthesia bursts were evoked

blinded manner. Increasing impairment of peripheral nerve
conduction caused preference of evoked offset bursts over
onset bursts. At total block evoked bursts were absent but
evokable from the control finger.
This study showed that monitoring evoked EEG bursts

can be used to monitor the function of somatosensory
pathway during anaesthesia. Further investigation is
needed to evaluate the clinical usefulness of monitoring
evoked bursts during surgery.
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